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Anthropometric changes with aging and their association with different
health complications.
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Abstract
All morphological physical features of human body change throughout one’s life span and the rates of
change are not constant. The maturity of the anthropometric characteristics varies among populations
due to genetic make-up, environment and other concomitants. Generally, physical dimensions are at
peak from age 20 to 35 years. In this stage a maximum level is attained by the physiological capacity of
various systems. Physiological functions start to decline after 35 years at different rates in different
people. There is continuous quantitative and qualitative reduction of skeletal muscle mass and fat
redistribution in the body. As people aged abdominal fat also increased with age and it affect the
women waist circumference, Waist-Hip circumference ratio these compositional changes increase the
risk of cardiovascular disease, hypertension and different other health problems.
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Introduction

Changes in body composition with age

A group of processes that take place in living organisms from
birth death called aging, and this process linked with
functional, structural and morphological alterations. These
changes arise at the whole-body level, cellular level, and the
tissue level [1] Morphological and body structural changes in
humans occurs over their life time. In the human body, there
are many physical changes specifically seen at every stage of
life. Although every person experiences a unique pattern of
growth and development but during early stages of life these
changes are known as growth and development [2]. Generally,
physical dimensions are at peak from age 20 to 35 years,
between the late teen and 3rd decade of life. In this stage a
maximum level is attained by the physiological capacity of
various systems. Physiological functions start to decline after
35 years at different rates in different people [3].

“Changes in body composition are due to alterations in energy
balance, with a positive energy balance leading to weight gain
and a negative balance resulting in weight loss. However, body
composition changes associated with aging often occur in the
absence of weight fluctuations. Age-related changes in body
composition have been observed particularly after menopause
in women” [1].

After the age of 35, there is continuous quantitative and
qualitative reduction of skeletal muscle mass and fat
redistribution in the body. Reduction in muscle mass occurs
with greater accumulation of fat in the intra-abdominal region.
Although there is no significant changes in BMI (Body Mass
Index) [4].
These changes affect inner permanence and enhance the risk of
many universal unrelieved and aging-associated diseases,
including, respiratory diseases, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and
cardiovascular disease, several types of cancer, Alzheimer’s
disease and osteoporosis. Changes in body composition also
include in aging process. Hallmarks of human aging are
decrease in fat-free mass and an increase in body fat mass both
are used to assess functional status, mortality and disability [1].
Compositional changes in body are highly correlated with some
complications.
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Changes in body fat: Fat is the most changeable and important
components of the body. The total body fat contains the
combination of two fat components that are storage fat and
essential fat. Throughout the central nervous system, lungs,
liver, spleen, heart, fat in the marrow of bones, kidneys,
intestine and muscle is called essential fat, which is necessary
for normal body functioning whereas the fat which is
accumulated in adipose tissue is called storage fat [1].
Furthermore reduction in muscle mass leads to a decline or
steadiness in body weight. It may be masked by an increase in
body fat mass as a result of aging. The body fat accumulation is
usually located at trunk area and visceral sites of the body. This
fat is closely linked with a risk of cardiovascular diseases,
chronic disorders and disabilities [5].
“The percentage of the human body of fat is now focus concern
because of a growing obesity problem. Healthy human body fat
percentage for men range from 8-20% (age 20-39 years) and
11- 22% (age 40-59 years). For women, healthy body fat
percentage from 21-33% (age 20-39 years) and between
23-34% (age 40-59 years)” [5].
Fat tissue may become increasingly deposited toward the centre
of the body, including around the abdominal organs. As fat
increases, lean body mass decreases [6].
“The amount of BFM usually increases throughout the lifespan
in contrast to FFM. It generally peaks between the fifth and
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seventh decades of life and then remains constant or decreases
slightly [1]. Even though the amount of BFM is caused by
genetic factors, it is also influenced by non-genetic factors,
such as physical inactivity combined with an increased intake
of energy dense foods that are high in lipids or carbohydrates.
Excess BFM is linked with obesity with advancing age, and in
both males and females; it is a strong but modifiable risk factor
for all- cause mortality” [7]. Obesity has more than doubled
since 1980 according to the latest World Health Organization
report. Globally, more than 1.4 billion adults (aged 20 years
and over) are overweight [8].
Changes in body water: Water is the vital medium of the
internal environment and the chief chemical constituent of the
body. Approximately, there are 65% of total body water is
intracellular and 35% water is extracellular. The difference of
this range is because of leanness and fatness and sex and age
difference, so if there are more muscles then there is
proportionately more water. In comparison to women healthy
adult men have bigger amounts of total body water as a result
of their high muscle mass and larger size. To estimate FFM and
FM, total body water can be used [9].
Around the middle age of men and women, the level of total
body water reportedly begins to decline gradually and is
rapidly in women. This decline may occur because of the
decrease in the amount of total body cell mass, intra cellular
body water or a fall in the volume of extracellular water [9].
“Usually, healthy adult men consistently have larger amounts
of total body water than women due to a function of their
larger size and muscle mass [10]. Reportedly the level of total
body water starts to decline around middle age in men and
women and is speedy in women after around 60 years of age
the average decline between 20 and 60 years of age is reported
to be about 4 litres in men and 6 litres in women [11].
This reduction is due to either a decline in total body water
volume with aging or as a gain in weight and fatness that also
occurs with increased age in many adults today [12]. In
describing total body water content among individuals at any
point in life, body fatness is considered as the most important
factor. However, among individuals, the extent to which
variations in levels of fatness affects total body water has not
been presented. On the change in total body water with age, the
effect of the level of fatness is an essential factor in interpreting
the clinical management of total body water [11].
Changes in fat free mass or muscle mass: FFM of body is
made up of muscle mass and other structural component of
body. As human grows, FFM usually increases, remains
relatively constant throughout maturity and declines during
senescence. Commonly, FFM peaks between the fourth and
fifth decades of life, occasionally earlier and then declines
slightly [7]. The reduction in FFM primarily occurs as a
component of FFM, outcome of losses in muscle mass and is
considered the most constant indicator of aging. Besides this,
by the loss of muscle mass; the decline in muscle strength
contributes to the decline in physical function as well as
increasing disability, weakness and loss of liberty [8].
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In healthy adult, muscles are important for body weight. After
the age of 30, there is around 1% loss in muscle mass per
decade. Physically inactive people can lose as much as 3% to
5% of their muscle mass per decade. This loss of muscles may
affect the health as well as overall strength of the body [13].
Between the ages of 40 years to 50 years, there is the biggest
change in fat and muscle mass. Between the ages of 50 years to
70 years, averagely, people reduce about 30% of their strength
[14]. Between the ages of 40 years to 50 years, there is the
biggest change in fat and muscle mass. A recent study stated
that the total muscle mass is decreases nearly 50% between the
ages of 20 years to 90 years. Between 50 years to 70 years of
age, people lose about 30% of their strength averagely and
after that another 30% is lost per decade [5].

Changes in anthropometric measurements
“Anthropometrics means the measurement of body parts, has
been used as a sensitive indicator of wellness, maturation and
development in humans at different age categories. It is the
only inexpensive, universally applicable and non-invasive
method which is available for the assessment of size,
proportion and composition of human body” [15].
Changes in BMI: “Traditionally, BMI have been the preferred
indicator by which to assess body size and composition, and to
diagnose underweight and overweight. However, waist
circumference, waist–hip ratio and waist-height ratio are
alternative measures that reflect abdominal adiposity and have
been recommended as being superior to BMI in predicting
CVD risk. Basically, this is based on the justification that
increased visceral adipose tissue which is linked with a range
of metabolic abnormalities, including decreased glucose
tolerance and insulin sensitivity, and adverse lipid profiles,
which are risk factors for type 2 diabetes and CVD. As women
body weight increase changes in BMI also occur and these
changes affect the human health. These changes are direct
correlated with different health problems. Higher BMI has
found to be associated with increased reporting of headaches,
back pain, hypertension, asthma, irregular monthly periods,
and difficulty in sleeping” [16].

Changes in waist circumference
“An anthropometric measure of abdominal fatness, waist
circumference appears to be more strongly linked with the risk
of diabetes than anthropometric measures of common fatness.
If a person is overweight, waist circumference can also give
some information about your risk of developing health
problems (particularly coronary heart disease and type 2
diabetes)” [17]. As people aged abdominal fat also increased
and it affects the waist circumference. Waist circumference
values of 85 cm and 102 cm, if these waist circumference
values increased from the cutoff point then it increased risk of
CVD in women and men respectively. Increased waist
circumference is associated with a more atherogenic risk
profile. Because it increases the cardio metabolic risk factors
(lipid profile, systolic hypertension, and abnormal fasting
blood glucose [18].
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“When central adiposity is measured indirectly with an
anthropometric measure such as waist circumference, CVD
risk factors are also seen. In epidemiologic studies, such
measures are usually used that examine the role of central
adiposity in disease risk of women. Waist circumference is a
significant predictor of blood pressure and TC (total
cholesterol), LDL- cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol, and
triglyceride concentrations, because waist circumference is
correlated with total body fat” [19].

Changes in waist hip circumference ratio
Waist–hip ratio cut off values for men and women are 0.90 and
0.80, respectively. High waist hip ratio values are linked with
mortality and many medical conditions such as type 2 diabetes,
CVD, anovulation cycles, gallbladder disease, carcinomas,
lung function impairment, menstrual irregularity, and low
fecundity [20].
From all causes in both men and women, waist hip ratio was
found to be positively associated with the incidence of
myocardial infarction, stroke, and death. It has been associated
with increased blood pressure and decreased high density
lipoprotein [21]. High waist hip ratio was associated with
hypertension and diabetes [22]. Body fat distribution has also
been associated with fasting and stimulated levels of glucose
and insulin and to increased rates of diabetes. There have been
few studies that have systematically investigated the
behavioural or psycho-social factors associated with waist hip
ratio [21].
Compositional changes in body are highly correlated with
some complications:

Health complications with age
Obesity: High body fat is called obesity which is a
pathological condition with excess body fat. It is a chronic
disorder having complex interaction between environmental
and genetic factors. It is being characterized by high
cholesterol, excessive adipose mass accumulation, fatty acid
levels, high blood pressure and insulin desensitization [23].
Obesity is one of the most widespread problems all over the
world. About 25% of children and 40-60% of adults in all
developed countries suffer from the excess weight which
causes physiological and psychological changes of the body, as
well as serious health problems [24].
The prevalence of obesity is higher (39.4%) among middle age
adults between 40 years to 59 years, than lower (32.0%). Fat
can subcutaneous or visceral according to its location. The
saturated fat is linked with the primitive fat around the middle
body section, which may hamper with the proper functioning
of vital organs. There is an association between specific fat
deposits and overall fat deposits. For degenerative diseases,
abdominal fat is most correlated factor [25]. A good nutritional
status of adults has important for her health and health of her
children too. In comparison men and women, the essential fat
level is higher in women as it includes sex-characteristic and
issues linked to fat during child bearing. It is clear that
increased body fat affects our health and health of specific
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organs. The prevalence of obesity among younger women has
been found to be lower in comparison of middle aged or older
women [26]. In the years surrounding menopause, women are
particularly vulnerable to weight gain [27]. In many ways,
obesity negatively effects on the health of women which
enhances the relative risk of coronary artery diseases, diabetes,
and higher risk of multiple cancers, including breast cancer and
endometrial cancer [26].
With increased age, incidence of obesity makes a complicating
relationship between muscle mass, weight changes and
decreasing strength [27].
Hypertension: “The prevalence of hypertension has increased
over the last decade. Essential hypertension accounts for more
than 90% of cases of hypertension. In a recent review; the
lifetime risk of becoming hypertensive in industrialized
countries was estimated to exceed 90%. In blood pressure
levels, the gender difference appears during adolescence but a
transfer in relative prevalence of hypertension occurs in the
elderly [28].
In comparison with age-matched men, premenopausal women
have lower risk and incidence of hypertension but this
advantage for women gradually disappears after menopause. A
higher percentage of women in comparison with men, have
hypertension after 65 years of age, and the gap will probably
increase with the continued aging of the female population
[29].
Between the ages of 65 and 74 years, the prevalence of
hypertension is as high as 58% in women. Hypertension is a
chief risk factor for the early development of heart disease,
stroke, and heart and kidney failure. In comparison with
normotensive individuals, the risk of a heart attack or kidney
failure increases four- fold in individuals with (systemic
arterial hypertension) SAH>160 mmHg; and the risk of heart
failure doubles after 40 years of a age [30].
Basically, this high prevalence of hypertension is a
development that is part of the ageing process in individuals of
both sexes [31]. Obesity is also a significant risk factor in the
pathogenesis of arterial hypertension. There is the additional
effect of the estrogen depletion that occurs at menopause
among women [30].”
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD): CVD are noncommunicable diseases having a major share of incidences
which have been leading cause of morbidity and mortality. In
India, females of urban population are more prone to
cardiovascular diseases (CVD’s). Recent trends declare that the
prevalence of these diseases has also occurred into younger age
groups [31].
Generally women are less likely to get heart disease until
menopause. It is believed that estrogen hormone provides
protection to the heart until natural menopause but after
menopause risk increases. By the age of 60 to 65 years, women
and men have the same risk of heart disease [32].
Osteoporosis: It is a disease in which bones are more fragile
and have less density, thus, there is a high risk of fracture. It is
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most common in women after menopause between the ages of
45 to 55 years. Bone mass of women begins to lose more
rapidly in comparison of men. After menopause, women
produce much less of the estrogen hormone and this hormone
make the bone strong [33].
Human body changes during adulthood may be affected by
various modify able factors they can determine the health
status.

Abbreviations
FFM: Fat-Free Mass; BFM: Body Fat Mass; FM: Fat Mass;
BMI: Body Mass Index.
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